Isolation of DNA fragments from a human chromosomal subregion by Alu PCR differential hybridization.
The recent advent of Alu element-mediated PCR (Alu PCR) allows the rapid isolation of human-specific fragments from mixed DNA sources. This technique greatly facilitates the isolation of DNA fragments from specific regions of the human genome. We report a novel technique utilizing Alu PCR products as differential hybridization probes to isolate human DNA fragments from a chromosomal subregion. We used the Alu PCR products from a pair of somatic cell hybrids in which the human DNA content differs only in the 5q11.2-q13.3 region as differential hybridization probes. One hybrid (GM10114) retains an intact chromosome 5, while the other (HHW1064) contains a chromosome 5 deleted for the q11.2-q13.3 region. Phage from a flow-sorted chromosome 5 library were hybridized with the Alu PCR synthesis product from the chromosome 5 hybrid. Positively hybridizing phage were then screened with the Alu PCR product from the deletion 5 hybrid. Phage that hybridized to the Alu PCR product of the chromosome 5 hybrid but did not hybridize to the Alu PCR product of the deletion 5 hybrid were further characterized. We isolated five phage from 5q11.2-q13.3 using this differential hybridization procedure. Only one of these phage corresponded to a detectable difference between the ethidium bromide-stained Alu PCR products of the two somatic cell hybrids. This technique should be applicable to any somatic cell hybrid-deletion hybrid pair.